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Abstract:
Skywatchdc is a nonpartisan organization focusing on the planned deployment of the Joint Land
Attack Elevated Netted Sensor System (JLENS) in the Washington, DC region this September.
Comprised of five student researchers from Georgetown University, Skywatchdc will unpack the
technologies that comprise a JLENS orbit, examine the historical developments that shaped the
modern aerostat, and explore possible controversies surrounding JLENS including the cost to
taxpayers and the impact of highly visible surveillance technologies on our society. The group
serves as an informational resource for individuals or organizations that wish to learn more
about the JLENS technology and its consequences. This will be achieved through a broad online
presence that incorporates blogs and social media, a video presentation of our research
including an interview with a leading aeronautics and aerospace historian, an informational
poster and brochure explaining the technology to the public, and a written report detailing our
methods and our findings.

Introduction:
A new missile defense and aerospace surveillance technology will be tested in the Washington,
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DC metro region in September 2013: the JLENS Aerostat. JLENS, which stands for Joint Land
Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor System, is designed to constantly
observe the region’s airspace, surveilling the skies and mitigating threats to security. With an
estimated cost of $450 million, the project has been criticized by some representatives in
Congress due to its expense, the uncertain economy, and dramatic cuts in defense spending
(Bolcom, 2004). The technology may also alter the region’s skyline. Recently tested in
Afghanistan with cooperation from the United States armed services, manufacturer and defense
contractor Raytheon assures that the JLENS system will be lower in cost than the current
standard aerospace surveillance methods including fixedwing aircraft, helicopters, and
groundbased radar technology.
By making this information available, accessible, and easy to comprehend, the local, national,
and international community will be better equipped to form their own analysis of a new
technology that may affect them in the future.

Context and Content:
As with any technology, the content (factors dealing with the technical details such as science
and engineering) and context (factors including social, political, and culture) of the JLENS project
have shaped its development. Skywatchdc’s goal throughout this project has been to bridge
these two worlds together for a detailed, holistic approach.
Content:
The Joint Land Attack Elevated Netted Sensor System (JLENS) involves a number of technical
components and processes to function in full capacity. Although it may initially appear complex,
the JLENS aerostat is a relatively simple concept supported by modern defense technologies.
Two aerostats are secured by tethers attached to individual mobile moorings located on land in
strategic geographical locations (see Figure 1). According to Raytheon’s website, the
manufacturer of JLENS, one aerostat is equipped with 360degree radar surveillance technology,
and can continuously scan the skies for up to 30 days at a time (“Raytheon Company” 2012).
After 30 days, the aerostat must come down to be checked and refilled with helium. This radar
can simultaneously monitor hundreds of airborne threats, in addition to ground threats from
vehicles and swarming boats (“JLENS Press Release” 2012). A second aerostat stores fire
control radar, which can track confirmed threats from the first aerostat. The fire control aerostat
communicates with networks on the ground to generate data on velocity, elevation, range, and
precise coordinates of objects. Defense interceptors are then able to respond from the air, land,
or sea in order to mitigate the threat (“JLENS Press Release” 2012).
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An aerostat is a semirigid airship with an internal structure filled with helium gas to raise it into
the air. Each aerostat, similar to a blimp, will float 10,000 feet above the city. Each aerostat is
about ¾ the size of a football field, or 243 feet long (See Figure 2) (“Raytheon Company” 2012).
Due to the technology’s high altitude, JLENS allows defense networks on the ground to expand
their surveillance range and monitor targets up to 341 miles away. The technology can also
overcome geographical barriers such as large cliffs or mountains that may shield enemy threats
from detection by traditional land or seabased radar. Because of its location in the sky,
Skywatchdc believes this may have a significant impact on how future ground surveillance is
conducted by the military.

Figure 1

Figure 2

Context:
Skywatchdc explores the controversy JLENS may create. Examining the historical narrative that
shaped the technology and its possible social implications is crucial to see the positive and
negative consequences.
The JLENS technology will likely attract more public attention over the coming months. With the
changing skyline of our nation’s capital, the technology may have psychological effects: will the
establishment of a continually present aerostat create a sense of fear among citizens? Or will
the public be comfortable with a radarbased technology with the capacity to neutralize threats
above them at all times? On the other hand, it may create a sense of security.
Since the technology is relatively new, 'deblackboxing' the sociological impacts are constantly
evolving. Another reason why this technology has consequential effects is due to its history. By
investigating the historical context that shaped JLENS, Skywatchdc realized that the technology
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is not linear. Militaryrelated developments, such as balloons, blimps, fixedwing aircrafts, and
early tethered aerostats have all contributed to Raytheon’s creation of JLENS, directly or
indirectly. The use of ballooning in battle is extensive, from surveillance balloons in the US Civil
War, to Japan’s use of highaltitude balloons in World War II, and Abraham Lincoln's sending of
a telegraph in 1861, according to our interview with Dr. Tom Crouch of the Smithsonian National
Air and Space Museum.
With an understanding of the context and contentdriven components of this technology, our
audience can see how society and technology are constantly interrelated. Development of
technologies like JLENS is always the commingling of human work and machinebased work.

Research approach:
Skywatchdc took a threepronged approach when researching JLENS technology. First, we
looked into the nuts and bolts of the technology itself. Next, we examined the military history of
ballooning and lighterthanair surveillance crafts. Last, we researched the sociological and
environmental impacts the technology has on its surroundings. Throughout, we drew
comparisons between JLENS and other commonly used surveillance technologies. Our
sources, which we detail more clearly below, range from presspackets providing a
technological blueprint of JLENS, news stories about the deployment in the Washington, DC
region, interviews with the public as well as a leading aeronautical historian, and government
reports including technological details and budgets. By researching a wide range of perspectives
associated with JLENS technology, Skywatchdc is better able to provide our audience with a
holistic and nonpartisan understanding of the technology and its impacts.
Our first objective was to remove the ‘blackbox’ surrounding JLENS; presenting its technological
components to the public in a clear, concise, and digestible manner. To do this, we used written
reports and illustrations about JLENS made available on the Internet by Raytheon and the United
States Department of Defense. Because this technology is comprised of many other
complicated technologies such as radar, we also researched more broadly on how the main
components work, including radar technology, surveillance technology, blimps, balloons, and
tethered aircraft. In order to inform the public about the usefulness specific to JLENS, we
researched news stories detailing successes and failures involving JLENS technology in combat
operations. These reports provided not only detailed descriptions of the networks and
technologies that comprise JLENS, but also budgetary information which we used to provide a
cost comparison on our blog. In addition to this detailed description, we wanted to inform the
public about the upcoming test over Washington, DC this September. To do this, we used a
variety of news articles from major news outlets and more specific sources (defense industry
newsletters, etc.), allowing us to paint a clearer picture of what will happen this fall.
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Our second objective was to look at how JLENS technology was shaped over time. By
researching the historical context behind JLENS, we hoped to make the reader more
comfortable with the technology as a whole by showing its predecessors and relatives. To do
this, we used a number of sources on aeronautical history, including narratives of blimps and
balloons in combat zones throughout history. Our interview with Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum Senior Curator Tom Crouch proved very useful in this respect. From this
preeminent aeronautical historian, we learned about the balloon surveillance and
communications systems commissioned by Abraham Lincoln in 1861. We looked at reports on
the use of balloons in combat through many wars, including Operation Outward in World War II.
Finally, our research drew upon three United States military reports detailing modern use of
lighterthanair crafts in combat and noncombat zones including drug interdiction, border patrol,
and other nontraditional applications of this technology for military use. A United States Air Force
report from 2012 explains Operation Noble Eagle, going into great detail about the importance of
airdefense strategies for national security after the September 11, 2001 terrorist attacks.
Our third objective was to examine any additional impacts JLENS technology has on our society
and the environment. Because JLENS is a fairly new technology, our research was mainly
comparative, drawing from writings examining the impacts of continuous surveillance on society,
effects of fixedwing aircraft on ecosystems and the environment, financial and economic
impacts, and issues in noncombat surveillance. By taking what we do know about JLENS
technology and comparing it to existing aerospace defense technologies (and the reports and
studies available in that field), we were able to make more specific observations about
environmental impacts as well as sociological implications JLENS may have on the Washington,
DC region.

Component Summaries:
Skywatchdc’s presence on multiple platforms enabled our mission and goals to be shared with
the widest audience possible. Below are summaries describing our online, video, interview,
poster, and related implementations.
Online:
Our Wordpress website is the main face of Skywatchdc. As mentioned in our website usability
study and design rationale, our online presence is intended to be an easytonavigate resource of
information related to the JLENS project. On our website (www.skywatchdc.wordpress.com),
users will find our bibliographical sources, survey design, blog posts, social media presence,
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and the team’s contact information. Our blog posts highlighted Skywatchdc’s progress
throughout the semester, while our social media presence (Twitter) initiated a dialogue with
external and internal community members. In a relatively short time @skywatchdc has gained
followers from the defense community in Washington DC as well as international followers, and
(perhaps more playfully) famous blimps. The Wordpress platform has also been valuable for
tracking and analyzing website statistics, such as the frequency, location, and time of visitors to
our site.
Video/Interview:
This creative element of Skywatchdc’s project helps to tell a story of Skywatchdc’s journey in
deblackboxing the JLENS technology. Our main feature is an interview with Dr. Tom Crouch,
senior curator of aeronautics at the Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, located right in
the nation’s capital. His knowledge of the ballooning history, airships (blimps vs. aerostats), and
national defense was extremely useful for the Skywatchdc team, as it personified what we have
been researching and assured us that there is a wealth of knowledge in this field. The related
interview transcript can be found on our website, offering a textbased summary of our dialogue
with Dr. Crouch. Our video also included audio excerpts from our class presentation, two
opinions from DC community members, plus diagrams and content from JLENS’ manufacturer
Raytheon. Skywatchdc anticipates that as JLENS nears deployment in September, our
resources such as this video will be used more frequently by curious or concerned individuals.
Poster:
While our website focused primarily on external communications with the community, our
technical poster initiated dialogue with internal members of Georgetown University. The poster
session held in April 2013 facilitated discussion with professors and other student groups who
were deblackboxing various technologies. Skywatchdc’s technical poster placed an emphasis
on visuals to convey our information: icons, bullet points, concise written descriptions, and a
standard color scheme. Complementing the poster were Skywatchdc’s brochures and
postcards. These materials were an added visual element (with appropriate contact information)
which helps share our research findings and promote Skywatchdc’s name and mission.
These critical components individually work to spread information about JLENS, but also work
together in unison. More importantly, it is through our website that all of these components find a
place and purpose for Skywatchdc’s goals.

Conclusion and Further Research:
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Conclusion:
Skywatchdc was formed as an information source for citizens interested in JLENS, particularly
those in the Washington DC region who may be concerned with its deployment this September.
A multimedia approach using social media (Twitter), blogs (Wordpress), videos (YouTube),
lectures (Georgetown University), and open forums (poster presentation) was an effective
strategy to raise awareness about the technology and educate the public about its many
components and impacts. We anticipate increased attention from the public leading up to and
during deployment of JLENS in Aberdeen, Maryland this fall.
A major limitation for Skywatchdc is that many parts of JLENSrelated technology are classified.
United States Government Agencies and Departments including the Department of Defense
(DoD), Missile Defense Agency (MDA), Defense Advanced Research Projects Agency
(DARPA), and North American Aerospace Defense Command (NORAD) responded to
Skywatchdc interview requests, but were not able to speak to us about JLENS at this time. The
defense contractor who invented and engineers the JLENS project, Raytheon Corporation, also
politely declined our requests for interviews. Because the technology is currently being used in
combat operations and because deployment in the Washington, DC region is considered a
matter of national security, we understand the need for confidentiality. Skywatchdc strongly
encourages the United States Government and Raytheon to be as transparent as possible
leading up to and during JLENS deployment. Skywatchdc also encourages expedient
declassification of information in a way that is easily understood by the public as soon as it is
safe to do so.
Other limitations on our research include the fact that JLENS is a relatively new technology,
which limited our available resources significantly. This was overcome by researching similar
technologies and using comparative deduction to draw many of the conclusions listed below.
Further Research:
Skywatchdc experienced difficulty finding any comprehensive cost comparisons between JLENS
and current fixedwing aircraft surveillance methods. It would be very useful to taxpayers to have
a tangible sense of costs created or saved by new technologies. A closer look at the average
yearly cost of similar surveillance technologies would prove beneficial.
Because the JLENS technology is capable of monitoring the movements of United States
citizens, JLENS' deployment over Washington, DC (or any other American city) raises privacy
concerns. During the threeyear test of the technology at Aberdeen Proving Grounds, we
encourage the United States Military to include research that incorporates the sociological
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impacts and legal ramifications that citizen surveillance has on citizens. Citizen awareness of
the technology in the region seems to be very low. While the exact technologies that will be held
in the payload have not been disclosed, JLENS may be fitted with more sensitive surveillance
technologies that may be of concern.
Environmental impacts should also be researched in order to see the impacts JLENS may have
on the environment and local ecosystems. At 10,000 feet, JLENS areostats and tethers may
have unintended consequences on migratory birds and other animals. It may also be of value to
study whether JLENS may be used to monitor wildlife in the less populated regions within its
range, potentially adding another benefit to a system primarily concerned with defense.
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APPENDIX

a. Project Bibliography and Written Reviews

Barrie, Allison. “Midnight air defense scramble in skies over DC.” FoxNews.com. Fox
News Network, LLC. 5 Dec. 2012. Web. 20 March 2013.
<http://www.foxnews.com/tech/2012/12/05/midnightairdefensescrambleinskies
overdc/>
This article describes the introduction of Exercise Falcon Virgo in the DC area. The Exercise
Falcon Virgo is “a program intended to test and refine the intercept and identification operations
of NORAD”. In early December 2012 NORAD and CONR (Continental United States NORAD
Region) ran air defense exercises in conjunction with the Federal Aviation Administration, the
Joint Air Defense Operations Center, the Civil Air Patrol, the US Coast Guard, CONR’s Eastern
and Western Air Defense Sectors, and the National Capital Region Coordination Center. This
article describes the normal air defenses in place over Washington, listing: “radars, cameras, a
visual warning system, alert aircraft and Army artillery and more”. CONR actually oversees and
directs the air defense over the US. After 9/11, NORAD’s initial response was Operation Noble
Eagle (this operation is mentioned in multiple sources but not described so I will include a
separate citation for it), which has resulted in regular flight exercises. A final quote which should
put the importance of JLENS in context: “Since Sept. 11, 2001, there have been more than 3,400
possible air threats to the United States to which CONR fighters have responded”.
Berfield, Susan. "Raytheon MissileSeeking Blimp to Get Test Run Guarding Capital."
Bloomberg. Bloomberg L.P. 28 Feb. 2013.
<http://www.bloomberg.com/news/20130228/raytheonmissileseekingblimptog
ettestrunguardingcapital.html>
Bolkcom, Christopher. "Potential military use of airships and aerostats." Library of
Congress Washington DC Congressional Research Service, 11 Nov. 2004. Web.
19 March 2013. <http://www.dtic.mil/dtic/tr/fulltext/u2/a472587.pdf>
This is a report to Congress from the Department of Defense (DOD) analyzing the use of
lighterthanair (LTA) platforms such as airships (blimps) and aerostats (tethered balloons). The
report mentions approximately five reasons why the use of this type of vehicles is becoming
popular again; the most interesting reason being “the military’s demand for “persistent
surveillance,” a function for which aerostats appear to be well suited, is growing” (1). It then
briefly describes the most wellestablished program at the time, the Tethered Aerostat Radar
System (TARS), mainly used for drug interdiction. From there, it briefly describes a couple of
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other programs, including REAP, RAID, and JLENS. Regarding JLENS, this report mentions the
plans for its development, as of 2004. It then moves on to other technology in the development
stages in 2004 and the possibilities for their use. The final three pages of the report are devoted
to describing the issues for Congress, organized by type of vehicle, aerostat, high altitude
airship, or heavy lift hybrid airship. The issues for aerostats are their advantages, vulnerabilities,
and possible nontraditional applications.
Brain, Marshall. “How Radar Works.” howstuffworks. Howstuffworks, Inc. 2013. Web. 4
April 2013. <http://www.howstuffworks.com/radar.htm>
Brown, Matthew Hay. “Army adding highflying blimps to Aberdeen airspace.” The
Baltimore Sun. 7 Feb. 2013. Web. 16 March 2013.
<http://articles.baltimoresun.com/20130207/news/bsmdjlensapg20130207_1_r
adarsystemarmybasetownhalls>
This article primarily talks about the expected positive effects on the local economy of the JLENS
system relocating to the Aberdeen Proving Ground. The system is supposed to bring about 140
jobs to the region. Congressman Dutch Rupperberger, from the House Intelligence Committee,
is quoted for this article and could be a potential interview subject. The article states that
“Aberdeen Proving Ground was selected because it provides the ability to test weapons tracking
over water and offers alreadyestablished FAAapproved restricted airspace.” This article talks
about plans to integrate JLENS into the DC ‘umbrella’ of air defense systems but does not
describe that aspect of the plan as definite. An important idea from this article is that is provides
the information that there will be public town halls, at least in the Aberdeen area of Maryland, to
discuss the project and address any residents’ concerns. The Skywatchdc team may want to
attend or publicize the town halls, or incorporate information information from them into the
website, depending on their timing.
Cooper, John C. “Air Transport and World Organization.” The Yale Law Journal, Vol. 55,
No. 5. (Aug., 1946): 11911213. <http://www.jstor.org/stable/792761>
Although this article hones in on air transport, the legal viewpoint it takes is useful as it explains
the challenges of managing the skies in local, state and international contexts. Cooper explains
how all states have “complete and exclusive sovereignty over the airspace above its territory”
and that what we put in the air has economical and political (capital “P”) implications in addition
to legal concerns. The Skywatchdc project should address, at least briefly, the issues related to
the air space. This article also serves as a historical resource, explaining military command
throughout World War I, and addressing concerns (at the time) related to the responsibilities
individual states have compared to those of international organizations.

Crouch, Tom. Personal Interview. Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum, Washington,
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DC. 8 April 2013.
Drapeau, Raoul E. "Operation Outward." Power and Energy Magazine, IEEE 9.5 (2011):
94105. <http://ieeexplore.ieee.org.proxy.library.georgetown.edu/
stamp/stamp.jsp?tp=&arnumber=5989949>
This articles looks at the history of Operation Outward, a British WWII program designed to
attack Germany using free flying balloons. The balloons were filled with hydrogen. They either
carried a trailing steel wire that was intended to damage power lines in Germany or sixpound
flexible socks filled with flammable material that was intended to start fires in forests. The balloon
had no guidance control but did include a a timing fuse. The balloons were extremely cheap to
mass produce: only 35 shillings each. A total of 99,142 balloons were launched and they caused
forest fires, power outages, and even the destruction of a power station. It was a more
successful deployment than Japan’s fire balloon as the distance between Britain and Germany is
shorter than the distance between Japan and the US. The role of military balloons changed
across time. The Operation Outward balloons were designed as a weapon to attack the enemy.
In contrast, JLENS is designed for detection purposes and cannot be used to initiate attacks.
Efroymson, Rebecca A., Winifred Hodge Rose, Sarah Nemeth, and Glenn W. Suter II.
“Ecological risk assessment framework for lowaltitude overflights by fixedwing and
rotarywing military aircraft.” ORNL/TM2000/289. Oak Ridge National Laboratory,
Oak Ridge, TN (2000).
"General Atomics: MQ9 Reaper." Wikipedia. Wikipedia Foundation, Inc. 2013.
<http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/General_Atomics_MQ9_Reaper>
Haddal, Chad C. and Jeremiah Gertler. “Homeland Security: Unmanned Aerial Vehicles
and Border Surveillance.” Library of Congress Washington DC Congressional
Research Service, 8 July 2010. Web. 19 March 2013.
<http://www.dtic.mil/cgibin/GetTRDoc?Location=U2&doc=GetTRDoc.pdf&AD=AD
A524297>
This report provides background information to place JLENS in context within the history of
unmanned aerial surveillance over US civilian populations. It does so by describing the use of
UAV for border patrol, which is also briefly mentioned in the overview report that Bolkcom wrote.
It begins by describing the costs and benefitsan important idea here for Skywatchdc to keep in
mind is that UAV’s have higher accident rates than manned vehicles and can be adversely
affected by bad weather. However, based on this report, the accident rate seems to have more
to do with UAV’s moving on their own (these are drones or remotely piloted vehicles), rather than
stationary ones like the JLENS. This issue cannot be discounted completely, as other vehicles
can hit the stationary UAV’s too, as described in the Sprenger article. This report also mentions
concerns about integrating UAV’s into the US’s crowded skies. This may be an issue for the
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JLENS in DC too. There was no mention of concerns about privacy or surveillance of civilian
populations in these areas in this report.
"How Much Does the MQ9 Reaper Drone Cost?" Time: U.S. Time. 6 Nov. 2012.
<http://nation.time.com/2012/11/06/1254871060/>
"JLENS." Raytheon Company: JLENS. RAYTHEON, n.d. Web. 18 Feb. 2013.
<http://www.raytheon.com/businesses/rids/businesses/gis/missile_defense/jlens/>.
This is a promotional article for the JLENS technology on the Raytheon website. It provides a list
of threats that JLENS can protect against, some capabilities of JLENS in question format
(including “Engage threats, at the maximum range of the defensive weapons currently in the
U.S.’ inventory?” and “Track hundreds of airborne and surface moving threats, in
360degrees?”surveillance claims). The article describes what JLENS is and what makes it
affordable in comparison to a fixedwing aircraft on regular patrols (not if their is a
JLENSinitiated sortie). There are two JLENS videos on this website, the JLENS: The Future of
Defense Video (which takes the viewer to the YouTube site), which I describe briefly below in a
separate bibliographic entry, and Raytheon’s Joint Land Attack Cruise Missile Defense Elevated
Netted Sensor (JLENS) System. This second video has animated sections and real footage
sections and provides more specifics on the actual workings of the JLENS and some context for
it. This video would likely be more useful than “The Future of Defense” video for facts. The
information provided in this article and in the videos will allow Skywatchdc to unpack some of the
technology. Additionally, some of the claims can be compared to outside research.
“JLENS and Patriot Team Up in Successful Intercept.” Raytheon. Raytheon Company.
30 April 2012. Web. 4 April 2013.
<http://www.raytheon.com/newsroom/technology/rtn12_jlens_teamup/index.html>
“JLENS: Coordinating Cruise Missile Defense  And More.” Defense Industry Daily.
Defense Industry Daily, LLC. 17 Feb. 2013. Web. 16 March 2013.
<http://www.defenseindustrydaily.com/jlenscoordinatingcruisemissiledefensean
dmore02921/>
This article provides background on the JLENS project over the past 15 years. It describes the
hundreds of millions of dollars that went into it, what the potential benefits would be, and the fact
that it seems to be dead or dying, despite the plan to use a JLENS system in Washington, DC,
starting September 2013. The article provides a clear description of how the four main parts of
the JLENS work together: aerostats, radars, mooring station, and processing station.
Furthermore, it mentions possible future uses and technological additions for JLENS. It
includes a timeline of important dates for the larger JLENS project (beyond Washington DC) and
talks briefly about its use in Iraq and Afghanistan. Some of the important dates for Skywatchdc’s
purposes are the successful tests in 2012 and the details of those tests. The dead or dying
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analysis, according to this timeline, is directly related to recent budget cuts and there is no
mention of a restart in production plans on the timeline or in the article.
Lippert, Randy, and David Murakami Wood. "New Urban Surveillance: Technology,
Mobility, and Diversity in 21st Century Cities." Surveillance & Society 9.3 (2012):
257262.
<http://library.queensu.ca/ojs/index.php/surveillanceandsociety/article/view/urban_
ed/urban_ed>
Given that a major focus of this project will consider the social implications of the JLENS, this
article provides a relevant overview of surveillance in urban settings. The authors imply that the
surveilling of people and things changes with trends and that it is important to consider how
social influencers (such as the police) view surveillance versus everyday people. Furthermore,
the article encourages us to consider the future of ‘cybercities’ and what role technologies that
occur above a city influence the politics and daily life of everyday citizens. This final thought is
especially important to Skywatchdc. Regardless of JLENS’ use for defense, it may have
unanticipated effects on the civilian population as well.
Miller, Jonathan I. and Meyer Nahon. "Analysis and Design of Robust Helium Aerostats",
Journal of Aircraft, Vol. 44, No.5 (2007), 14471458.
<http://arc.aiaa.org/doi/abs/10.2514/1.25627?journalCode=ja&&>
“Operation Noble Eagle.” Air Force Historical Studies Office. Air Force Historical Studies
Office, 6 Sep. 2012. Web. 20 March 2013.
<http://www.afhso.af.mil/topics/factsheets/factsheet.asp?id=18593>
This factsheet provides information on the history and current use of Operation Noble Eagle.
Operation Noble Eagle is the official name of the air defense strategies begun minutes after 9/11
and continued in an official context to the present. From a quick and temporary response,
Operation Noble Eagle is now “a permanent defense requirement and major force commitment
involving thousands of Airmen from the Air National Guard, Air Force Reserve, and regular Air
Force; hundreds of fighters, tankers, and airborne early warning aircraft; and components of the
other armed services and various civilian departments and agencies”. Operation Noble Eagle
consists of the air defense of major cities, air cover support major national events, regular and
random patrols, and sortie responses to possible threats. A final takeaway quote, “Operation
Noble Eagle reached a milestone in late December 2009 when two Air National Guard F15
Eagles from the 125th Fighter Wing, Detachment 1, at Homestead Air Reserve Base, Florida,
intercepted a small airplane and accomplished the 55,000th consecutive accidentfree CONR
sortie”. It is unclear if this claim of accidentfree status includes only operational accidents or
damage and problems from the threats to which it is responding.
Qiumin, Dai, Xiande Fang,and Xiaojian Li. “Dynamic simulation of breakaway
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characteristics of tethered aerostats.” Advances in Space Research Vol 48, Issue
7, 1 Oct 011, 1258–1264.
<http://www.sciencedirect.com/science/article/pii/S0273117711004364>
The authors offer a succinct technical approach to the function of aerostats and directly address
the issues associated with potential malfunctions. Aerostats are defined as “lighterthanair
vehicles tethered to the ground by a cable” and operate through the intricate functioning of a
ballonet (the blimplike object), payload, and cable. Although aerostats rely on the cable system,
they must have a certain level of buoyancy and helium for stabilization. Part of Skywatchdc’s
responsibility is to inform the general public of security concerns and unintended consequences.
Qiumin et al. explains how external forces such as overpressure, wind velocity, gravitational
acceleration and the natural environment can affect not only its ascent or descent, but also the
possibility of the aerostat to break away from its tethered placement if the cable becomes
damaged. Skywatchdc aims to find out who will be watching the JLENS aerostats and if potential
malfunctions can be diverted by proper management and control. Finding out who makes these
decisions is key.
“Selected Acquisition Report.” United States Department of Defense. 31 Dec. 2011.
<http://www.dod.gov/pubs/foi/logistics_material_readiness/acq_bud_fin/SARs/
DEC%202011%20SAR/JLENS%20%20SAR%20%2031%20DEC%202011.pdf
>
This report details the policies and strategies adopted by the US Department of Defense
following extensive testing of the JLENS orbit over White Sands Missile Range in New Mexico.
Extensive testing by military experts show that the technology was not only effective, but
adjusted, updated, and readjusted in order to meet strict guidelines required for military
readiness. The report offers press contacts from within the military who specialize in this
technology, budget appropriations, timelines for further testing, and commentary regarding the
accuracy, control, feasibility, and design of the Aerostat orbit technology. It also includes the
initial report about the test being conducted in DC. According to this document, there will be a
final clearance given for testing above the city on May 25. This increases the likelihood that our
project may be able to make a difference in public opinion before this time, whether it is in
support or against the new surveillance technology. The report will also be critical as a
factcheck for many of Raytheon’s claims, as most people would be likely to stop after the
promotional agenda of their website. By using the extensive budget data, we can compare and
contrast costs to scrambling jets or other available defense technologies.
Sprenger, Sebastian. “Army JLENS Destroyed in Major Blimp Collision; Program Held
Up.” InsideDefense.com Newstand. Inside Washington Publishers. 2011. Web.
14 March. 2013.
<http://defensenewsstand.com/NewsStandGeneral/TheINSIDERFreeArticle/army
jlensdestroyedinmajorblimpcollisionprogramheldup/menuid720.html>
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This article describes the economic cost of accidents, as the one described here resulted in an
extension of the “engineering and manufacturing development phase” of the JLENS project and a
request for an additional $168 million beyond the originally budgeted $172 million for the program
in 2012. Neither the Army or Raytheon initially provided information about the accident; the
Government Accountability Office provided a basic report on the accident March 29, 2012. In
addition, the article describes the capabilities of the JLENS aerostat: “tracking enemy unmanned
aerial vehicles and cruise missiles. The 74meter tethered aerostat also has a role in ground
surveillance. Its sensors can track moving targets and provide a "launch point estimate" for
tactical ballistic missiles and largecaliber rockets, according to the budget documents. A
JLENS system can stay in the air up to 30 days and provide 24hour radar coverage of an
assigned area. It uses "advanced sensor and networking technologies to provide 360degree,
widearea surveillance and precision target tracking," according to the budget documents.
U.S. Air Force. “Tethered Aerostat Radar System, Fact Sheet”, 2010. Web. 18 March
2013. <http://www2.acc.af.mil/library/factsheets/tars.html>
The fact sheet discusses the most well established lighterthanair program today, the Tethered
Aerostat Radar System (TARS). It has been operating since 1980 at eight sites along the
southern U.S. border and in the Caribbean. Currently, TARS’ primary mission is surveillance for
drug interdiction. Each aerostat can lift 2,200 lbs of radar or other sensors to a height of 12,000
feet, and can detect targets out to 230 miles. The aerostat can stay aloft for months at a time.
This article may provide useful information for comparison with JLENS or to demonstrate the
evolution of aerostats.
Wolf, Jim. "Blimps to Bolster Washington's Air Shield in Test." Reuters, 1 Feb. 2013. Web.
18 Feb. 2013.
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/02/01/usablimpsraytheonidUSL1N0AZIJW2
0130201>.
This article introduces the idea that blimps will be moored in the Washington, DC sky by the 30th
of September as part of the defense for the area. The official name is JLENS: Joint Land Attack
Cruise Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor System, and the JLENS system is built by
Raytheon. JLENS will provide “surveillance radar information” and will be integrated into the
existing systems in the area. The article mentions that NORAD (North American Aerospace
Defense Command) “is responsible for defending air space over the United States and Canada,
including the Washington area with its many pieces of important infrastructure”. This is
important as the US does not have unilateral control over its own air space. JLENS would
complement the Federal Aviation Administration radars, Department of Homeland Security
helicopters, and fixed wing aircraft on alert at Reagan National Airport, which currently protect the
DC air space. The use of JLENS in the DC area is a “capabilities test” and may last up to 3
years. The article goes on to describe the cost (approx. $450 million per pair), the two different
types of radar (long range and targeting), the height, the time frame for regular use, and the
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purpose (“give the military more time to react to threats”, a list of the possible threats). Finally,
the article mentions advantages of blimps versus fixed wing aircraft (cost, payload capacity, time
aloft) and brings up the recent scale back of monetary support for blimps and “lighterthanair
vehicle efforts”. It does not go into the specifics of the reduced use level of fixed wing aircraft, as
they would still be needed to respond to threats detected by JLENS.
Wood, David Murakami, and Kirstie Ball. "A report on the surveillance society."
Surveillance Studies Network, UK (2006).
<http://www.ico.gov.uk/upload/documents/library/data_protection/practical_
application/surveillance_society_full_report_2006.pdf>
This report is written by the Surveillance Studies Network commissioned by the United Kingdom
Information Commissioner. It is split into three sections which cover the essential understanding
of surveillance society. The first maps the terrain of the surveillance society: its definitions,
issues and consequences. Authors argue that surveillance is twosided, and its benefits and
risks must be acknowledged at the same time. It is a product of modern technology, but social
relationships depending on trust are compromised in this way. The second part shows how the
surveillance society operates. The report presents some of the common practices used to
monitor personal activities. Examples include video surveillance, ‘dataveillance’, locating,
tracking and tagging and biometrics. This part also covers the social impact of surveillance and
how individuals, communities and social groups would respond to surveillance. The third
examines some of the regulatory challenges posed by the surveillance society. Authors analyze
the current regulations concerning privacy and surveillance and proposes several ideas for
future regulations. This report is a good reference to understand the basic concept concerning
surveillance society.
Zakaria, Tabassum. "In New Mexico desert, drone pilots learn the new art of war." Reuters.
Thomson Reuters. 23 April 2013.
<http://www.reuters.com/article/2013/04/23/ususasecuritydronesidUSBRE93M0
4520130423>
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b. Design Justification
Design Justification of the Skywatchdc Website

The Skywatchdc team chose the
Wordpress platform to host its website because of the simplicity and professional look. After
reviewing the free themes, we chose the Twenty Eleven theme because of the large header for a
graphic at the top and the simple structure, with a menu at the top under the header, the ability to
customize a sidebar of widgets, and an integrated search option. So that the theme reflected
the purpose of Skywatchdc, we settled on blue and white, the colors of a serene and
nonthreatening sky, and black as our color scheme for the website and our other materials.
The logo and motto, a blue aerostat shape with Skywatchdc in blues and whites and “Surveying
Surveillance” in blue, all on a white background, fill the header. On the website, the background

is a specially created gradient,
gradually moving from the aerostat blue at the bottom to white at the top, a clean but thematic
use of our color scheme. Beyond the blues from the logo and white, we chose black text. The
black is easy to read on both blue and white and goes along with our simple and clean look,
which is reflected in all of our publicity materials. Against this background, our use of
photographs and other colorful graphic elements pop and catch the viewer’s eye. The font for
the logo is a traditional, formal, and classic font, Plantagenet Cherokee. The fonts used in the
body of the poster and on our slides (Skia and Georgian) are less formal but still similar,
simplistic, and easy to read. The font on our website has a similar feel and is the default font.
Within the constraints of a free Wordpress website and the Twenty Eleven theme, Skywatchdc
modified the homepage and the structure of each of our other pages. We selected a graphic
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headeronly format, without a title or explanation above it. The left sidebar
includes the option to follow the blog by email, shows the most recent Tweets from our linked
@Skywatchdc Twitter feed, and provides links to the Archived Skywatchdc blog posts from
previous months. Skywatchdc also modified the page design for each of our pages so that they
have the same customized left sidebar.
In order to organize the material posted to the website, Skywatchdc created five main pages:
‘Home’, ‘About Skywatchdc’, ‘Contact Skywatchdc’, ‘Deliverables’, and ‘Information Sources’.
Blogs, consisting of research summaries with graphics or brief descriptions of Skywatchdc’s
actions, are posted to the ‘Home’ page in a chronological posting order and we Tweet whenever
we post a new blog. ‘About Skywatchdc’ has the proposal as it describes Skywatchdc’s
purpose and the reason for its creation. ‘Contact Skywatchdc’ has photos, contact information,
and brief descriptions of the five Skywatchdc members. ‘Deliverables’ is a parent page with
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the specific pages for the deliverables child pages under it (Poster, Brochure, etc.). This allows
us to add and update the deliverables over time on unique pages that are easy to find. When we
make changes or post new deliverables, we tweet that information so our followers can see the
changes. Finally the ‘Information Sources’ page consists of our combined regular and annotated
bibliography for quick access.
The overall website reflects a clean, simple, easytouse design, meant to integrate sky colors,
JLENS shapes, and information and graphics into one cohesive whole.
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c. Web Usability Study
Website Usability Study of www.skywatchdc.wordpress.com
Visibility of system status:
● A circle moves in the top bar when pages are loading to show the system status.
(Example 1)
● In addition, links are clearly marked by name to describe where the user will be going,
whether to Twitter, to the Smithsonian, to the Survey, to a certain type of page, etc.
(Example 2)
Match between system and the real world:
● In order to ensure a match between the system and the real world, the ‘Search’ option is
clearly identified.
● In addition, different pages are identified by terms familiar to users: ‘Home’, ‘About
Skywatchdc’, ‘Contact Skywatchdc’, etc. The links under ‘Deliverables’ clearly denote
what a user will see, as do the post titles. (Example 3)
● The option to follow the page is clearly marked.
● Finally, the pages are all identified through a menu directly under the header image and
search is located therethis menu is visible on every single page and above every single
post so that the user can easily switch pages or search from wherever he or she is.
(Example 3)
● The posts are presented in a logical, chronological order and are able to be accessed by
month, by post categories, or topical tags. (Example 4)
● However, the website is currently not optimized for mobile devices; this is something that
Skywatchdc is working toward for the future.
User control and freedom:
● So that a user has the most control and freedom possible, he can select the ‘back arrow’
on the browser to move backwards, or go to any page through the menu (which is
always visible at the top of the page). The user can also use the search function at any
time.
Consistency and Standards:
● Skywatchdc made a point to use consistent fonts and stylistic elements throughout the
website. This provides a standard and professional feel for the site.
● Second, the same words are used to identify specific things, normally using
‘Skywatchdc’ when it is something initiated or created by Skywatchdc or ‘Information
Post’ when for a researchbased blog, etc..
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●

The words that we use are again generally used by websites: ‘Home’, ‘About’, ‘Contacts’,
and ‘Follow’, etc.

Error prevention:
● In order to prevent errors, Skywatchdc has checked each link to make sure that it works,
taking the user to the correct page, post, or offsite location.
Recognition rather than recall:
● In order to allow for recognition rather than recall, Skywatchdc kept the left sidebar visible
on all main pages. (Example 5)
● The top menu, including the search option, is available on every single page and on every
single individual post page. This allows users to easily navigate to different areas of the
website or search the website if they end up on a page they did not intend. (Example 5)
Flexibility and efficiency of use:
● Since the Skywatchdc website was created as an information source, there is little
repeat use except to read the new posts. Repeat users can follow the page or the
Tweets, which provide direct links to new posts and speed the interaction of regular
users with new content. However, this content can easily be accessed by new users
through the ‘Home’ page, ‘Archived Skywatchdc Posts’, the ‘Search’ function, post
categories, or topical tags. (Example 6)
● In addition, Wordpress allows users to stay signed in which allows the site to remember
them.
Aesthetic and minimalist design:
● The dialogues are informational or directly related to instructions so there is no wasted
dialogue on the pages. Text is used to strictly identify pages or links or options, or is
descriptive on posts or pages.
Help users recognize, diagnose, and recover from errors:
● Skywatchdc currently does not have any error messages because our links have been
tested and all work.
● When Skywatchdc initially linked the Twitter handle to the website, there were issues
identified by an error message which allowed us to recognize and quickly resolve them.
Help and documentation:
● The only tasks for the user are to follow the blog or to open a PDF or link. In order to
provide help and documentation, Skywatchdc clearly describes how to follow the blog
and when there is a link that needs to be clicked in order to open a document. (Example
7)
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Website Usability Study Appendix
Example 1: Visibility of system statusa circle moving in the top bar.

Example 2: Visibility of system statusclear explanation of the destination of a hyperlink.
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Example 3: Match between system and the real worldSearch option clear and pages identified
by familiar terms such as ‘About’, ‘Contact’, etc. The menu is present above every post and
page.

Example 4: Match between the system and the real worldposts accessible by date, category,
or topical tag.
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Example 5: Recognition rather than recallthe left sidebar is visible on all main pages and the
top menu, including the Search function, is available on all main pages and post pages.

Example 6: Flexibility and ease of useregular users can follow the blog through email or Twitter
to receive direct links to the new material as it is posted.
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Example 7: Help and documentationSkywatchdc provides clear instructions when needed to
open a PDF hyperlink.
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d. Interview Transcript
Interview Transcript

The following is a transcript of a recorded interview between Skywatchdc researchers and
Smithsonian National Air and Space Museum Senior Curator Tom Crouch. The interview took
place on April 8, 2013 at the museum’s headquarters on the National Mall in Washington, DC.
This transcript has been edited for clarity.
Topic: History of Tethered Balloon Technology
Interviewee: Tom Crouch, Senior Curator of Aeronautics at the Smithsonian National Air and
Space Museum.
Research and Interview Coordinators: Tyler Lopez and Uwa Oduwa
Audio and Video Recording/Editing: Zhou Jia
Tyler Lopez: Okay we are here with Tom Crouch, who is a PHD in...
Tom Crouch: History.
TL: History. Who’s focused on aeronautics, correct?
TC: Uh huh.
TL: Alright, if you could please provide a brief background about yourself, introduce yourself to
us.
TC: Sure. My name is Tom Crouch, I’m the senior curator of aeronautics at the Smithsonian’s
National Air and Space Museum. I’ve been here a long time, 39 years, both here and at the
National Museum of American History. Where I ran the social and cultural and history part of that
museum, for a time, but mostly here at air and space. Because I am best known as a biographer
of the Wright brothers.
[TC gestures to a colleague standing in the doorway] You can go ahead and shut it.
[laughter]
I guess I’m best known as a biographer of the Wright brothers. I’ve written four books about
them and lots of other things on the early history of flight. And beyond that, lighter than air flight.
Ballooning, air ships, that kind of thing. I’ve written a lot about that, too.
TL: And you’ve experienced it as well, correct?
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TC: Right.
TL: Could you tell us a little bit about that?
TC: I’ve flown in balloons quite a few times, both hot air balloons and gas balloons, hydrogen
balloons, in November a friend and I flew, took off from Dover in England, in the shadow of Dover
castle in fact. And flew a little over six hours across the Channel and deep into Belgium. We
were working on a television documentary for a French company and for WGBH, the PBS
television station in Cambridge. And the program is on the invention of the balloon and we were
sort of recreating the first American to fly, to leave the ground in free flight, was a guy named
John Jeffries who flew the channel in January 1785 and that’ll be the sort of recreation that ends
the tv documentary so we were doing that. I’ve flown on airships I guess twice, just blimps.
TL: From what we understand, the difference between a balloon, blimp and aerostat is that an
aerostat is tethered to the ground, correct? Or to something on the ground...
TC: Yeah, Actually, I think, I’d have to look it up in the dictionary, I think that any lighter than air
craft is an aerostat.
[pause]
That may not be true.
[laughter]
Anyway, yeah, a balloon is obviously unpowered, and an airship is powered. Airships come in
three different kinds, blimps (pressure airships), semirigid airships that have a keel, and rigid
airships that have a structure inside and gasbags inside the structure.
TL: Can you tell us a little bit about the history of surveillance balloons throughout the years?
TC: Yeah, from the time of the invention of the balloon in 1783, people  Benjamin Franklin for
example, immediately recognized that these things would have military value in terms of
providing reconnaissance. And that began in 1793 during the wars of the French Revolution,
when the French Committee of Public Safety created the corps d'aérostiers ..an aerostatic
corps, and those guys operated with French armies, 1783 Charleroi and Fleurus ...battles
against the Austrians and they sent the corps with a couple of balloons through Egypt, when
Napoleon invaded Egypt they were all kind of lost at the Battle of Aboukir Bay, and so Napoleon
was never a big fan of the balloons, just let the whole thing die.
The next time they were used extensively was during the American Civil War, when Thaddeus
Sobieski Constantine Lowe, a New Hampshire guy aerial showman, kind ofone of those
peripatetic aeronauts who crisscrossed the Eastern part of the United States before the Civil
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War they would fly at Fourth of July celebrations, state and county fairs  all kinds of celebrations.
They’d sell tickets [...] that’s how they’d make their living.
When the war began, Lowe, through Joseph Henry, who was the Secretary of the Smithsonian,
contacted Lincoln. President Lincoln was a real enthusiast for technology.
To this day, Abraham Lincoln is the only president to hold a U.S. Patent. And he was fascinated
by technology...in general. And Joseph Henry walked him from the Smithsonian down to the
White House in June, of 1861. And he outlined the idea for Lincoln, and Lincoln gave the
Smithsonian 250 dollars to pay for a demonstration. And Henry this is where the National Air and
Space Museum stands today in 1861, was the Columbia Armory where the District of Columbia
stored its weapons and powder, and all that. And right next door, sort of in front of where the
Indian museum is now, was the Washington Gasworks. So, Lowe could come down here, use
the workshops and the armory to get ready, inflate his balloon at the Gasworks, and on June 18,
1861, he made a flight to about 500 feet, carrying a telegrapher with him, and in fact, also the
president of the telegraph company that insisted on going along. And it was the first time
anybody had ever sent a telegram from the air. And Lowe sent a telegram from 500 feet in the air
to the White House, telling Lincoln what you could see from 500 feet. He talked about the fact
that you could see the military camps circling Washington and all that.
When he was finished, they hauled the balloon down, and with Lowe still in the basket, they
walked him down and around the corner to the White House, and, uh, Lincoln invited him in and
in fact invited him to spend the night. And he was so enthused about the balloons, that, uh, he
really worked hard to see that a balloon corps was created to meet the reconnaissance needs of
mostly the Army and the Potomac, but uh,they also used balloons on the western rivers at one
point and along the southern coast of the United States.
They also used balloons on the western rivers at one point, and along the southern coast of the
United States. The army paid Lowe to build seven new balloons and he hired nine aeronauts.
That was the balloon corps of the US Army, and they were in business from the summer of 1861
into the summer of 1863 when for a whole raft of reasons they went out of business. That was
the first time, the balloon corps was the first military aeronautical unit in American history, and it
also introduced aerial reconnaissance in America. From that point on, balloons were pretty
steadily used for reconnaissance. During the First World War, of course they were just
incredibly important. Because the battlefields were static. Because of the trenches. So you could
send up a balloon and an observer behind your lines and he could see what was happening
behind enemy lines. Both the Allied and the Central powers used balloons that way, and they did
really good service. They were so important that shooting the observation balloons down with
airplanes became really important. Some pilots, Frank Luke, the American Air Force pilot even
specialized in shooting down balloons. They called him the “Arizona Balloon Buster”. So, through
the First World War, that was one method of obtaining aerial reconnaissance. Of course aerial
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reconnaissance by airplanes was practiced during the war too, and after world war one,
airplanes gradually took over all of that kind of reconnaissance. And reconnaissance balloons
don’t really come back until the modern era, when—as you folks know—they’re used for
everything from r reconnaissance and sensing overthehorizon communications… all of that
kind of thing. Tethered aerostats, tethered balloons are used for that today. Reconnaissance has
almost always been done with tethered balloons. Whether there was an aeronaut on board or
whether like today they’re unmanned, they’ve almost always been tethered.
TL: So these balloons have technically been above DC for over 150 years.
TC: Yeah. [laughter]
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e. Survey and Research Rationale
Skywatchdc Survey
Thank you for taking the time to fill out this survey for Skywatchdc. All information is
confidential and will only be used for internal research purposes. Please read each
question carefully and answer according to the directions.
First, please take the time to tell us about yourself:
●
●
●
●

Age: ____________
Occupation: _________________
Gender ____M ____F ____Prefer Not to Say
Highest level of education achieved (Circle one):
High School

Bachelor’s Degree

Associates Degree/Some College

PhD or related
Master’s/Professional Degree

1. Did you know that the JLENS aerostat system was going to be deployed in the
Washington DC region in September prior to taking this survey? (Circle one):
Yes

No

2. What is your top concern with the implementation of JLENS (Joint Land Attack Cruise
Missile Defense Elevated Netted Sensor System) technology? Please RANK from 15,
with “1” meaning your most important concern, and “5” meaning your least important
concern, or indicate if you have no concerns with the JLENS technology.
_____Size of Aerostats/Impact on Skyline
_____Privacy Concerns/Constant Surveillance
_____Misuse by Officials (Raytheon, Military, etc.)
_____Cost to Fund the Project
_____Weather Vulnerabilities (Storms, High Atmospheric Pressure, etc.)
_____Not Concerned about JLENS
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3. Please CIRCLE an option from 1 to 5 indicating your view on the following statement:
“I believe that bringing the JLENS aerostats to the Aberdeen Proving Grounds will bring
a significant number of jobs and boost the local economy in surrounding communities,”
where 1 means you “Strongly Agree” with the statement and 5 means you “Completely
Disagree” with the statement.
Strongly Agree
Agree
Neutral
Disagree
Completely Disagree
(1)
(2)
(3)
(4)
(5)
4. How often do you research U.S. related defense initiatives? (This could mean reading
blogs, visiting news websites, or checking social media sites related to U.S. Military,
defence contractors or defense related technologies). Please mark ONE option with an
“X” indicating your frequency.
____ Regularly (At least once per week)
____ Frequently (At least once per month)
____ Occasionally (At least once per quarter, or 23 months)
____ Seldom (At least once per semester, or 34 months)
____ Rarely (About once per year)
____ Never (I’ve never done this)
5. As a member of the community, what type of information do you think manufacturers of
aerostats (like Raytheon) should provide? Consider the fact that JLENS is being used
for national security purposes. (Check all that apply):
___ Full cost of the project
___ Timeline of completion
___ Exact location of aerostats
___ Ways to contact officials
___ Environmental hazards (if any) ___ Estimated economic benefits
6. Surveillance technology continues to advance as a way to oversee urban regions and
also as a way for closer scrutiny of roadways, seas, and airways. Which of the following
best describes you? Please circle ONE answer.
(a) I usually avoid going to “high surveillance” areas, especially if I know surveillance cameras or
other surveillance technologies will be present.
(b) I am aware that I may be surveilled when doing my daily tasks (such as driving or shopping)
but it does not bother me to change my habits.
(c) I tend to be more cautious of my behaviors when I know there are large crowds under
surveillance.
(d) I seldom consider the fact that I may be under surveillance when I go out in public.
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7. When you are concerned or opposed to statewide or national policies/new laws, what
type of action do you take? (Check all that apply)
_____I contact my Representative from Congress
_____I share my beliefs on social media (i.e., Facebook, Twitter, LinkedIn)
_____I write to the “Letter to the Editor” of my local newspaper
_____I talk to my close family and friends
_____I take no action
_____Other (please specify): ______________________________________________________
8. Please CIRCLE ONE option from 1 to 5 indicating your view on the following
statement: “I think that there should be town halls or opendialogue meetings held in my
community where I can talk to officials with knowledge of the JLENS project or ask
questions from experts in the field.” 1 means you “Strongly Agree” with the statement
and 5 means you “Completely Disagree” with the statement.
Strongly Agree
(1)

Agree
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Disagree
(4)

Completely Disagree
(5)

9. Please CIRCLE ONE option from 1 to 5 indicating your view on the following
statement: “I have faith in my government and armed forces to utilize technology in the
most efficient means possible to protect and defend the United States of America and
our territories.” 1 means you “Strongly Agree” with the statement and 5 means you
“Completely Disagree” with the statement.
Strongly Agree
(1)

Agree
(2)

Neutral
(3)

Disagree
(4)

Completely Disagree
(5)

10. After taking this survey, what is the likelihood that you will seek out more information
on the JLENS aerostat or other defense initiatives in the DC area? (Mark with an “X”
ONE option below):
____ Very Likely (At least once per week)
____ Somewhat Likely (At least once per month)
____ Likely (At least once every 23 months)
____ Not Likely at All (I do not plan on seeking more information)
____ Not sure
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Please add any comments, questions, or concerns (optional):
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________
______________________________________________________________________________

Survey Research Rationale
Skywatchdc created a survey that could be implemented to see the reactions and opinions of the
general public. Questions were formulated from prior research and our interactions with experts
in the field, the public, and university community members.
First, we are interested in gathering basic information and demographics about the
surveytakers. For instance, are they male or female? What age range and what level of
education do they have? These factors could affect one’s knowledge of the JLENS technology.
The design of the survey consisted of a mix of Likert scales (where one is prompted to rate their
opinions), ranking schemes, frequency of habits, and an openended space at the end of the
survey for additional comments. We also ask a couple of questions to compare their level of
knowledge about defense initiatives and what they normally do if they are unhappy about a new
policy or law.
Skywatchdc also hoped to investigate the level of people’s concerns (if any) with JLENS.
Questions such as ““I think that there should be town halls or open
dialogue meetings held in my
community where I can talk to officials with knowledge of the JLENS project” are useful
indicators of expectations individuals deem necessary in a largescale project like JLENS.
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